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At the outset Kiderlen's program bade fair to work
excellently. As the Pan-German Press began to demand
compensations or the partition of Morocco, and the German
Government maintained an ominous silence as to how it
would use its freedom of action, the French began to be
worried. Izvolski reported that so far as he was able to
judge, "the Berlin Cabinet has chosen a very advantageous
and skilful position: without protesting as yet against the
French manner of action, it reserves the power of announc-
ing at any moment that the Algeciras Act has been in-
fringed—in this way German diplomacy dominates the
situation and can, not only according to the development of
events on the spot, but also according to the general trend
of her domestic or foreign policy, suddenly render the
Moroccan question more acute. ... Sir Francis Bertie is
personally convinced that Germany is only awaiting a suit-
able moment to declare the Act of Algeciras non-existent
and then occupy one or two ports (including Mogador) on
the Atlantic coast of Morocco." 106 A fortnight after the
French military expedition occupied Fez, the Spanish
troops landed at Larache. The French in turn denounced
this action as a blow to the Algeciras Act and as endanger-
ing the international situation.107
By the middle of June the French intimated that they
were ready to talk of a compensation for Germany; Cam-
bon hinted at it very guardedly on June 11, when speaking
of Morocco as a ripe fruit which must inevitably fall to
France;108 and Cruppi in Paris mentioned it in connection
with a Congo-Cameroon railway project, but Kiderlen re-
garded this as a mere bagatelle. He wanted the whole
French Congo!109 But he did not want to ask for it until
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